Meta bike alarm wiring diagram

Free Wiring Diagram. Variety of e bike controller wiring diagram. A wiring diagram is a
streamlined standard photographic depiction of an electric circuit. It reveals the elements of the
circuit as streamlined shapes, as well as the power and signal links in between the gadgets. A
wiring diagram usually gives info concerning the family member setting and plan of devices and
also terminals on the gadgets, to aid in structure or servicing the device. A pictorial diagram
would certainly show a lot more detail of the physical appearance, whereas a wiring diagram
makes use of an extra symbolic symbols to emphasize interconnections over physical look. A
wiring diagram is often utilized to troubleshoot troubles and to make sure that all the links have
been made which whatever exists. Assortment of e bike controller wiring diagram. Click on the
image to enlarge, and then save it to your computer by right clicking on the image. A wiring
diagram is a kind of schematic which utilizes abstract photographic symbols to show all the
affiliations of elements in a system. Electrical wiring layouts are made up of two things: signs
that stand for the components in the circuit, and lines that represent the links in between them.
For that reason, from circuitry diagrams, you know the relative place of the parts and exactly
how they are attached. Wiring diagrams mostly shows the physical setting of elements and also
connections in the built circuit, however not necessarily in reasoning order. To read a wiring
diagram, initially you need to know what basic components are included in a wiring diagram,
and also which pictorial symbols are utilized to represent them. The typical elements in a wiring
diagram are ground, power supply, cable and also link, output tools, switches, resistors, logic
gate, lights, and so on. A line represents a cable. Wires are used to attach the parts with each
other. There ought to be a legend on the wiring diagram to inform you what each color
suggests. Usually circuits with more compared to 2 elements have 2 standard types of
connections: collection as well as parallel. A series circuit is a circuit in which elements are
connected along a single course, so the current flows through one component to obtain to the
following one. In a series circuit, voltages build up for all parts linked in the circuit, as well as
currents are the exact same through all components. In a parallel circuit, each tool is straight
attached to the source of power, so each tool receives the same voltage. The existing in a
parallel circuit streams along each parallel branch as well as re-combines when the branches
reunite. An excellent wiring diagram should be technically right as well as clear to read. Take
treatment of every detail. For instance, the diagram must show the appropriate instructions of
the favorable and negative terminals of each component. Make use of the appropriate signs.
Find out the meanings of the fundamental circuit signs and also pick the right ones to utilize.
Several of the icons have truly close appearance. You require to have the ability to discriminate
before applying them. Attract connecting cords as straight lines. Utilize a dot to show line
junction, or use line leaps to suggest cross lines that are not attached. Label components such
as resistors and also capacitors with their values. Ensure the message placement looks clean.
Welcome, Guest. Please login or register. Hi all I have a FZS which already had a Meta alarm
fitted, gone to start the bike today and it refused to turn over I did not even get the ticking at
soon as the ignition was turned on. When I checked the fuses I found the head light fuse had
blown, so replaced this then tried again this time I had a load of smoke pour out of the back,
once stripped down found that the smoke was from the alarm. I have tried stripping the wires
back but who ever fitted the alarm has done a really good job and cannot trace the source
without stripping the rest of the bike. Cheers Stu. I junked the Meta and all has been well since.
So I'd suggest it needs to be removed, don't think there is any other way. They're a complete
PITA anyway. I hate vehicle alarms. Feel the Fear and do it anyway! Quote from: unfazed on 25
March , PM. I had the same alarm on my Fazer when I got it - and also had difficulties. When it
went wrong on a trip through Spain the hazard warning lights came on and everything else went
dead I had it removed - didn't cost much. Someone sent me a postcard picture of the earth. On
the back it said, "Wish you were here. Let me know which and I will pm you the bypass for it.
Otherwise, it's pretty straight forward to swap the main control unit under the seat. Did this with
mine, as after around 10 years the internal battery dies and it starts to play up. Didn't get quite
such an extreme symptoms as you though. Does assume all the other wiring is in good nick
though With you're blown fuse and smoking control unit, I'd be wary of some wires having
degraded and now shorting. I stripped mine out myself with the bypass method following a
video of someone removing one from an FZS, didn't take long. Where abouts are you based,
there might be someone local who could help. I've removed quite a few of theses meta's and I've
seen some with very dodgy connections if it was me I'd follow the alarm loom to where it
connects with the bike loom and remake all the original connections, not sure how they make
cat 1 security within 5 mins had a bike fully running. Quote from: cable tie on 26 March , PM.
Quote from: risticuss on 26 March , PM. PM me your email address and I will send you the
bypass associated with the 18 pin plug. I had the same problem, had the back end all stripped
and couldn't figure out what was bike and what was alarm, all I could definitely figure out were

the indicators. Looking at the wiring diagram in the haynes manual, I wondered if they had
plugs already under the seat unit to make installation easier. I had a metal box approx 3x2x1
inches in size that the bike and alarm wiring went into that had 2 connectors inside. Mine's an
03 model. I digress Hi All, Sorry for the late reply. I managed to get the bike sorted the following
day so big thanks to all the advice given very much appreciated. SMF 2. Logged Feel the Fear
and do it anyway! Logged Someone sent me a postcard picture of the earth. I have rewired and
removed more alarms for the same reason "Dodgy Connections" and many were fitted by so
called professionals. They make Cat 1 because it has: ignition and movement detection, battery
backed-up siren. Immobiliser isolating a minimum of 2 circuits, passively armed. Anti-scan,
anti-grab resistance of key codes. However they are only as secure as the access to where ever
it is fitted and many I have worked on are fitted under the seat and do not have the seat wired
properly to the alarm. Once the location of the alarm is breached then 5 minutes or less if you
know what your are doing will disable them. However the Meta is the more reliable unit with
Datatool a close second. I usually remove them as a last resort or if the persons is adamant
about have it removed. Hi Mate, It is just the single 18 pin plug. Simon Had a look for this video
but could not find it, can you remember the link for it. It refused to make any sound when
arming and disarming, just silent flashes of indicators. When deliberately triggering the alarm it
remained silent and I just got hazard lights flashing. The immobiliser did however continue to
work. Then later in the week, it started to make a noise again, just extremely quietly. Very odd.
Obviously I kept my lack of alarm hush hush until I had remedied the situation. Reading up, it
seems that after around 10 years the internal battery on these alarms starts to give up the ghost
and causes these kinds of issues. However the control unit is very much a plug and play job.
With the wiring loom already in place, the hard work has already been done. Fitting was indeed
a breeze. First, whip off the seat, locate the alarm and remove any cable ties securing it,
carefully. Next you need to remove the two screws that hold and cover the loom plugs. These
are special anti-theft screws, specifically designed to cause your screw driver to slip on
removal. However a firm grip with a thick headed flat screwdriver will do the job with a little
perseverance. Remove the now loose plastic covers a peel back the rubber sleeve beneath.
Fitting the new control unit is merely the reverse of the above. Plug it in, check plug catches
catch, replace rubber sleeve, fit plastic covers and screw together. New plastic loom covers and
screws are provided. Secure it neatly, turn the ignition on and off and then test with the new key
fobs. All in all, a half hour job. The new alarm is hideously loud, far louder than my old one ever
was. Possibly useful, but just make sure you press the right button when you try to unlock your
bike! I just need to sort out sticking my Fazer key in the other alarm fob, rather than carrying
this separate key ring fob shown left. Update: replacement Meta MTV2 alarms are becoming
harder to come by. I suggest you get in contact with Abacus Alarms, who have a few options
you can check out. Hi Arthur, thanks for the detailed info on the alarm. Very useful! Abacus
Alarms alarms gave me some good advice on the replacement procedure, generally very helpful
all round. So it seemed a bit naff to not buy the alarm from them for sake of a few quid. Your
choice! Just had the same problems with my Aprilia RSV R in fact have had problems for the
last three years until this year, the Meta finally gave up the ghost! Took your advice, ordered a
new one via the amazon link, plugged it in upon arrival and boom! All this pain because of a
tired knackered internal battery mine was 12 years old. Removing, re-looming, getting it wrong,
paying labour to have it re-loomed and then being left without an immobiliserâ€¦â€¦.. No thank
you! No more panicking about being abandoned in Whitby with a non starting awkward Italian!!
Glad you got it sorted. Engine cranks over but no sparks even with large car battery jumped on.
Was this like your experience, my alarm sounds strong and clear but having checked out
everything sensor wise am now running out of ideas. Feedback much appreciated. Hi Arthur A
big thank you for your advise. Our alarm was fitted in , no problems till 2 weeks ago when it just
failed completely, no LED. Also have a spare wiring loom now also in case any part of that fails.
Thank you! I think its a bit off that it uses a non replaceable battery after all if they have got to
your alarm unit then them changing the battery is the least of your issues. Further more a fob
that attaches over a key is a awful idea because some people will have it on their ignition key
which is fine till the forget and leave it in the bike. TBH the new alarm was supplied with two
fobs. One that attaches over the key and one separate key ring one. So you could choose to
keep them separated as you mention and a good idea too BTW. I was thinking of buying a new
alarm to replace my MT V2 but just want to make sure. My problem started with my Yamaha FZ6
when the horn stopped working. Whilst checking the fuses, I took out the Main fuse under the
tank. Now the bike would not start. When I turn the ignition into the ON position, no priming
noise from the fuel pump. When I press the starter button, the engine cranks up but never
starts. Some of my colleagues reckons because I removed the Main fuse it kicked in the
immobiliser. When I called Abacus, the guy said to check the battery. Sorry, I already sold the

bike and the various alarm spares that I had with it. Good luck finding the parts! Great
informative post, thank you. My Meta MTV2 alarm stopped responding and after 14 years since
the original installation. I first changed the fob battery thinking this was the culprit. The alarm
you sent me is not the same as my old one mtv2 it does not have the side connection and I have
been on the you recomend and there is no video to say what to do can you email me the
instructions so that I can set the alarm Allan. Your email address will not be published. This site
uses Akismet to reduce spam. Learn how your comment data is processed. Motorcycle Filtering
Tips for the City. Gear Up â€” Motorcycle Clothing Needed. Motorcycle Spare Parts Finding
Tips. Gear Reviews. Facebook Twitter YouTube Instagram. Share with your buddies! Share
Tweet Pin 1 shares. Tags Security. Seasoned London commuter, doing my best to stay rubber
side down and never stop moving forward. Hi Just had the same problems with my Aprilia RSV
R in fact have had problems for the last three years until this year, the Meta finally gave up the
ghost! All this pain because of a tired knackered internal battery mine was 12 years old
Removing, re-looming, getting it wrong, paying labour to have it re-loomed and then being left
without an immobiliserâ€¦â€¦.. Many Thanks. When AA came, the man said no power going into
the fuel pump. Any ideas? Leave a Reply Cancel reply Your email address will not be published.
Sign-up now for news and updates! To create this article, 11 people, some anonymous, worked
to edit and improve it over time. This article has been viewed 42, times. Learn more In the United
States alone, more than 37, motorcycles are reported stolen each year with another 74,
suspected as being stolen but not reported. California and Florida are the top 2 worst states for
motorcycle theft with Honda, Yamaha, and Suzuki being the top 3 motorcycle brands stolen. If
you are a motorcycle owner, you should learn about all the techniques available to protect your
motorcycle from thieves. Read on to learn how to install an alarm system on a motorcycle to
deter potential thieves. We've been helping billions of people around the world continue to
learn, adapt, grow, and thrive for over a decade. Every dollar contributed enables us to keep
providing high-quality how-to help to people like you. Please consider supporting our work with
a contribution to wikiHow. Log in Social login does not work in incognito and private browsers.
Please log in with your username or email to continue. No account yet? Create an account. Edit
this Article. We use cookies to make wikiHow great. By using our site, you agree to our cookie
policy. Cookie Settings. Learn why people trust wikiHow. Download Article Explore this Article
Steps. Tips and Warnings. Things You'll Need. Related Articles. Author Info Last Updated: July
5, Buy a quality motorcycle alarm system. Alarms come with many different features, including
those that detect a change in the position of the motorcycle to those that have GPS. The
highest-ranked alarm, the Scorpio SR-i, allows you to create a "bubble" around the motorcycle
that senses motion and also protects any baggage on the bike. Look for alarms that have
battery backups as a starter immobilizer to stop thieves from hot-wiring the motorcycle. Find a
wiring diagram for your motorcycle in your owner's manual, online, or at your motorcycle
dealer. Identify the features of the motorcycle alarm system that you plan to install on your
motorcycle. Compare the wiring diagrams of the alarm system and your motorcycle
side-by-side, and acquaint yourself with the color coding used on your bike. Choose the wires
you will use from the motorcycle alarm kit. Remove the wires that you will not be using from the
work area to reduce clutter and confusion. Identify the wires that go to the same plug, and wrap
them with electrical tape at intervals along the wires. Do not completely wrap the wires, and
make sure you leave room at the end as some wires go to different locations. Find an
inconspicuous spot to mount the motorcycle alarm module. Tie, strap, or tape the module into
position. Some alarm systems will come with sticky pads to use, but you may want the extra
protection of another strap. Do not place the module closer than 12 inches If you're using the
sticky pad provided with the alarm system, clean the area well with rubbing alcohol and allow it
to dry completely before applying the pad. Wire relays as needed by splicing electrical tape,
soldering, heat shrinking, or using t-tap connectors. Read the alarm manual, and test all the
functions you installed to prevent motorcycle theft. Include your email address to get a
message when this question is answered. Use a polarity tester to check the wires' polarity
before splicing. Helpful 0 Not Helpful 0. Related wikiHows How to. How to. Co-authors: Updated:
July 5, Categories: Motorcycle Safety Vehicle Theft. Thanks to all authors for creating a page
that has been read 42, times. Did this article help you? Yes No. Cookies make wikiHow better.
By continuing to use our site, you agree to our cookie policy. About This Article. Related
Articles How to. By signing up you are agreeing to receive emails according to our privacy
policy. Follow Us. Frustrated with stomach issues, but don't know what's wrong? Heal Your
Gut. X Help us do more We've been helping billions of people around the world continue to
learn, adapt, grow, and thrive for over a decade. Let's do this! Original Poster. Search My Stuff
What's New 3 12 24 Alarm wiring diagram? Juddder Original Poster posts months. Does anyone
have a copy of the Meta M99T installation guide or the TVR alarm wiring that shows which of the

sensors go to which set of connectors on the alarm? Illuminates when in operation. To exit the
vehicle use the door release buttons in the armrests as normal. Edited by Juddder on Sunday
30th July HF Solutions may be able to help? Byker28i 32, posts months. For obvious reasons
you wont find any wiring diagrams for it, the same reason all the wires to it are black. Mr Jenks
1, posts months. All the wires to the alarm and imobiliser are black on my car. Mine always did
that, the central green locking button always flashed quickly. Remember hearing it was
supposedly indicative of a fault but everything worked as it should up until the system was
replaced at 15 years old. If it's all working correctly, leave it alone. My wiring was all black too.
When you find out what the rapid green blink means please update us all. I have been asking
everyone who will listen for 10 years and never got an answer. Mine will do it randomly while I'm
driving and it also locks the windows shut when it goes into "blink mode" If I open the door
while driving and shut it again the blink goes away, sometimes for the whole journey and
sometimes just for a few minutes. No sign of any reed switch problems in so much as the
windows wind down to open the doors and wind up when I close them just as they should. Mine
will do it randomly while I'm driving and it also locks the windows shut when it goes into "blink
mode". Hi all, any resolutions one this? My red leds on the immobiliser and on the rear screen
have stopped flashing and the immobiliser has stopped disarming with the key fob, will only
disarm with the touch key? Also noticed that the internal door lock button with the green led is
flashing rapidly!? Key fob is still locking and unlocking the car as it should.. Check the pink
wire on the door control unit , if this gets lifted from ground whilst car is unarmed the module
will do odd things. GT4RS 2, posts months. Hi all, Pulling back up a old topic which will
hopefully be able to help me, any one here with tvr cerebra alarm experience? We have traced
the wiring diagrams and multi plug descriptions and are stuck at this point Below are two body
plugs from the car which sit behind the near side rear seat and are part of the body to alarm
wiring. Great full for any help or wiring meta alarm wiring diagram available. Do not post these
threads in any other forum. If you do, they will be moved or deleted as they are found. This is an
unfortunate consequence of a few members' abuse of the forum. Remember Me? What's New?
Page 1 of 2 1 2 Last Jump to page: Results 1 to 15 of Thread Tools Show Printable Version.
Problems with Meta T alarm Except that it wasn't the alarm! Edit: this turns out to be nothing to
do with my Meta alarm! Okay, there are a few people who have had problems with the Meta T.
Especially when they have, or have had a low battery. The engine won't start on the button of
course, otherwise I wouldn't be here, it won't even try to spin. If I ever forgot to squeeze the
remote, the engine would refuse even to spin let alone fire up. But now, the LED light is dead.
And so too, it seems, is the bike. Background info Like many people, I use my bike less over the
winter. Much less. It's stored in a cold garage, with no power, so no trickle-charger. The starter
money was no longer spinning the engine like it used to, and the RH instrument panel had been
faint and unreliable for a while. You know where this is going I knew my starter relay was
probably on its way out, but thought a stronger battery could keep me going in the short term. I
removed the battery and charged it up. Then it snowed. A lot. I didn't refit the battery for over a
week, and when I did Well, lights were okay, but I couldn't even get the relay to click, let alone
get the engine to spin. I am afraid I cannot be sure whether the LED light was flashing at this
point. I believe I tried to press the remote as usual to remobilise? I'm now guessing the
immobiliser had already gone to sleep or something, and did not wake up when I turned the key.
I tried, for the first time ever, the short-the-relay-with-a-screwdriver trick. It worked. The engine
spun, quite briskly too, but it did not even try to start. Not even a sputter. Which is most
unusual. If the Futura has ever been slow to start in the past, it has always at least had the
courtesy to cough and spit a little. I have fuel in the tank. It's a couple of months old, but it's still
fuel. So, I'm thinking I have fuel and I have a starter, but something is almost certainly
preventing the spark plugs from firing. Obvious candidate in hindsight : the immobiliser. Edit :
found this statement on a forum from someone who seemed to know what he was talking about
: The immobiliser has two circuits - one interupts the ignition, the other interupts the starter
motor relay circuit. Some people on the forum advise checking everything before spending
money - and I can identify with that philosophy! And I didn't notice any extra wires when I first
started playing with the old relay. Anyway, there is still no LED light, flashing or otherwise, and
whilst the lights can be turned on and are nicely bright , the bike won't even try to spin on the
starter. No clicking from the relay either, but then I wouldn't have expected that. Note: since I
installed the new battery and relay, I have not re-tried the short-the-relay-with-a-screwdriver
trick. It shouldn't be necessary. I have not removed all the fairing pieces to see where all the
wiring goes. I'm too lazy to do this if it's not likely to be helpful. I own a fancy circuit tester with
all sorts of functions but don't really know what I'm doing. If all else fails, read the instructions
scroll down to the fifth post It seems the Meta T, like other alarms, does not like a weak battery.
All alarm features are disabled except the immobiliser. The current draw is now zero reducing

battery consumption. In case it was a problem with the remote, I've also tried using my spare
back-up remote, which had a new battery about a year ago. Still nothing. But then the LED has
never been non-flashing before, so I am confident this is not a problem with the remote. I'm just
trying to rule out as much as I can. Not relevant, the alarm was never in fully armed state, it was
in immobiliser mode only. No flashing LED either by the way. Again, not relevant. That seems to
be it for the "exiting from sleep" section. The text follows on with " Disarming with secure PIN
number " but it starts its instructions with Turn the ignition on the LED will be on. Except of
course, as mentioned above, the LED is not on. Which means the subsequent instructions, all to
do with squeezing the remote after counting a certain number of flashes is irrelevant - because
there are no flashes to count. Any thoughts bossbob, RobC T owners the pair of 'em , anyone,
please? I can't keep borrowing Sue's car. Last edited by SpitfireTriple; at AM. Tanks, minefields,
crashes and Kalashnikovs Seek Truth. Hi, Spitfiretriple, I hope I am not telling you how to "suck
eggs" but have you checked the the alarm unit supply fuse, these can be tempermental at best
and if it has a bad contact or blown, the alarm will be using its internal battery to power up.
Hope to see you again in Bristol, april 24th. From Hull and back. I have the same alarm on a
caponord , if the alarm goes into sleep mode the you have to turn the ign on and a few seconds
later you can press the fob. This will fire up the bike electrics BUT if the bike battery is flat the
you must sort that first. Before I had a house with a garage I trickle charged by battery with a
solar panel on the shed roof. The battery lasted 7 years! Originally Posted by torr1co. Hi,
Spitfiretriple, I hope I am not telling you how to "suck eggs" but.. Hi again, Been having a look
round other forums about your alarm problem, and found this: to get the alarm out of sleep
mode you need the pin code on the red plastic card or written on your alarm receipt. Turn the
ignition on and off counting the number of flashes of the led that correspond to the numbers in
the pin code The solar panel gives an output of circa 13 volts and in daylight about 50 ma and
when plugged into the 12v aux socket on the bike provides enough to keep the battery topped
up but it can not charge a discharged battery. Ebay generally list loads. Ian PS if your kill switch
is off then the alarm will not come out of sleep. Well, I've had an afternoon of tinkering, and the
bike still won't try to start. I'm not done yet though so have not yet admitted defeat. But I'm
close. The problem is, even with the new battery, my LED is still not flashing so I can't do this.
Thanks anyway. Thanks for the kill switch info - this sort of "obvious" thing can often make the
difference - but not this time. Whilst Ian left his bike for two months and was able to bring it out
of "sleep" and start it, the difference between his experience and mine will be that he left the
battery in the bike. I on the other hand removed my battery. And left it removed for well over a
week. It may not be possible to resurrect it. I found this on a car alarm enthusiasts' forum! When
my Spyball went berserk after the dealer disconnected the bike battery to do some wiring It
sounded like hocus pocus to me but it worked. I fear I may have to rip it out. The trouble is, it
appears to have been well fitted, not simply strapped alongside existing cabling. It could be
quite a job to extract without upsetting the OE wiring. I suppose an electrical expert might have
anticipated the problem, and would not have left the bike for so long over a week without its
battery. I suppose if I had given it a deal of thought this might have occurred to me too. So I am
at least partially to blame for what has happened. At the same time, nowhere in the
manufacturer's blurb is there anything about "Do not leave your vehicle for long without its
battery". Besides, a good system should be able to cope with the vehicle's battery being
removed for longish periods. So I am not pleased with Meta. Nevertheless, it is me who is now
having to sort out the problem. I did wonder whether leaving the ignition on for a while might
somehow magically recharge the Meta's internal battery. I even found a thread which indirectly
suggested it might - the First-Poster's siren briefly sounded after he left his ignition on for 5
minutes. But I've left the ignition on for much longer than 5 minutes this afternoon with no joy.
Failing that, I'll try this chap, "bikealarmman", who posted on the VisorDown thread already
linked Bloody hell! I feel like topping myself after reading all these Meta alarm problems. I
always found them quite reliable! Am mainly fitting Datatool and Acumen systems nowadays! If
anyone wants some information, instructions or spares I should be able to help I'm aware of
most faults and quirks!!! All the best, Pete I know I've gone on about this, but maybe it will help
someone else in the future. One last link says Meta gave the number of a very helpful chap
Hmm, not so helpful in my book. Interesting though that Aprilia seem to recommend the MT, or
did at the time, almost as a factory fitment. The one good thing? But after experiencing the
problem, and reading countless similar stories on the net, it has put me off alarms for good.
Last edited by SpitfireTriple; at PM. Then it was making random cheeps and beeps, wouldn't
de-immobilise or anything. I think I'd start at the unit and check all connections from there to
the battery and ignition. Contact cleaner on the main plug and a good wiggle maybe. I'd
disconnect mine, but I dare not touch the wiring as it's all black with no way to identify
anything. When I say 'problems' I don't count going off at random if I arm it - I just use it as an

immobiliser. Good luck with the interviews, I finally started at Tata in a permanent role last
weekend, I'd forgotten what it's like to be a new boy learning new systems. It's worth the hassle
for the peace of mind, knowing I don't have to worry where the next pay check will come from as long as I get through probation of course! Process of elimination. Ian Edit -- is the dash still
lit up IE oil pressure light is the green neutral light on? It makes sense to double-check things
like this, but I am fairly sure now the problem is something to do with having removed the
battery for over a week. I too am wary of digging into the wiring, especially if it's all black. Tata
seem to be taking a long-term view of things, though I understand they are quite hot on budget
control. His web-site. Shame on me for paying someone else to work on my bike, but I am too
nervous of cutting into the electrics myself. Just had a look Pete's website, looks like he is the
man who will sort your Bike out. Funny you should say that Pete Mouncer had been surprisingly
to me helpful over the phone. After first going through the symptoms, he suggested I check the
15Amp fuse, described its likely location and appearance etc. Graham - torr1co - had already
suggested this, but I found the advice easier to understand when it was over the phone. Which
meant that the alarm couldn't do its work, and since like most alarms it is "failsafe", that meant
the alarm would not allow the bike to start. Irrespective of any other issues. Okay, arguably I
should have checked this myself, but whilst I can do some jobs on the bike I am rather
frightened of electrics. An electrically-fearless person would have followed Ian's advice:. Hi, as
with the thread link from deefred. Mine was the same. Just for information for the future, I just
phoned up Pete, and although he knew he wasn't going to get any work from me we are based
in different parts of the country he spent quite a decent amount of time on the phone with me
giving me advice. Top bloke and seemed to really really know what he was talking about. Live
forever or die trying. This afternoon I was replacing the instrument cluster and adding a satnav
power connector but when I came to put the rhs dash cover back I noticed a twin lead hanging
loose - the LED lead for the Meta T had come away from the LED. Never mind, switch on the
ignition to check the clocks - the alarm made a strange croak and only the ignition light came on
dimly. The battery had died. Not to worry, I was half expecting this and I'd got a new battery on
charge. Now the bike had only been off the Optimate 3 days so I was a little surprised. Anyway,
put the new battery on, switch on and the warning lights come ok. Except that the alarm will not
disable with the remote. I tried swapping relays as per ST's posts, no joy. At this point I can't
use the pin as I haven't got an LED, so I solder on a new 5mm LED - very dim and intermittent,
so I try a 3mm one and it now flashes visibly after trying it connected different ways round.
Next, find the PIN. Eventually I found the alarm bits that came with the bike, like instructions,
spare fob, the orange card and, strangely, the inlet restrictor. I can now disable the alarm, but
the fobs still won't work so I'm off to try to find some batteries, tomorrow I'll see if I can register
the fobs. The fob worked two days ago! What a lovely day in sub zero temperatures, and that's
inside the garage! Page 1 of 2 1 2 Last Jump to page:. All times are GMT The time now is PM. All
rights reserved. The MT is a motorcycle alarm system manufactured by Meta Systems. The
alarm system has many operational features, including engine immobilisation and remote
arming. Before using the Meta Systems MT motorcycle alarm system, familiarise yourself with
its operational instructions. Wait for your motorcycle direction indicators to flash twice. Two
audible tones will be heard as this happens. Wait for the LED display to flash for 26 seconds.
The lights will flash at an increasingly faster rate. Do not touch anything at this point to fully
arm the alarm system. Press the remote control while the LED display flashes to begin testing
the alarm. You will hear an audible beep when you press the remote control to indicate you have
entered the testing cycle. The system will test each alarm input and emit an audible beep as it
tests each input. Wait until the testing cycle is completed. Once completed, the alarm will return
to the arming stage and the LED display will flash at an increasingly faster rate. After 26
seconds, the alarm is armed. Press the remote control. Your motorcycle's direction indicators
will flash and an audible tone will be heard, indicating the immobilisation system of the alarm
has been deactivated. Turn on your motorcycle's ignition within 50 seconds of deactivating the
alarm. If you do not start the motorcycle within 50 seconds of deactivating the alarm, the alarm
will reset and immobilise the motorcycle. Turn on your motorcycle's ignition as soon as the LED
flashes the number of times that corresponds to the first digit of your PIN number. Turn off your
motorcycle's ignition within 10 seconds. The LED will begin a new flashing sequence. Turn on
your motorcycle's ignition once the LED flashes the number of times that corre
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sponds to the second digit of your PIN number. Repeat this process until all five PIN number
digits have been entered. If you enter the PIN number correctly, the alarm system will deactivate

the immobilisation feature and you can drive your motorcycle. If you incorrectly enter the PIN
number three times, the alarm system will lock and prevent you from attempting again for 30
minutes. Rob Kemmett began writing professionally in and specializes in writing about food and
hospitality. Kemmett has worked in various fine-dining restaurants throughout his career and
holds an Associate of Applied Science in Le Cordon Bleu culinary arts from the Cooking and
Hospitality Institute of Chicago. Written by: Rob Kemmett Written on: July 14, Turn on your
motorcycle's ignition. The five-digit PIN number is supplied with your alarm system and is
located on an orange remote-control card. The instructions included in this article are for the
MT alarm system. See Resources for their operating instructions.

